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Can Path Finding be used in the Production Environment?
In previous posts, I have discussed various scenarios
when Path Finding can be used. All were focused on
the early design process: implementation guidelines,
robust design and process centering. But what if you
have a design in production and ‘something’ happens;
like a process is no longer available; a component
must be replaced by another, yields become erratic,
etc. Is there a role for Path Finding in a production
environment?
Given that your production environment cannot
produce the same number of finished products OR
the cost to produce has dramatically increased, it is
imperative to find a workable solution fast. The
longer this problem exists, the worse the impact
on your revenue and/or expenses.
Path Finding methodology does not understand whether this is new product exploration (pre production) or if this
product is in production. The same exploration techniques that were used to help define how a product is
implemented can be used to determine alternative solutions during production. However, there is one big constraint.
Unless you plan to re-design the product anew, many of the previous decisions may not be altered. This requires
laser beam focus on the current issue, being able to replicate the issue in Path Finding and then determining what
alternatives have the least (cost, risk) impact on the current production design.
The bad news: you may have few options to choose from due to constraints.
The good news: Path Finding can help you quickly evaluate the limited options and help identify the one that has the
least impact (cost, risk, schedule, etc).
An example: Years ago, I had product responsibility for a family of ceramic packages at an IDM. One product had
excellent final test yields that abruptly ‘crashed’: normal test yields of 98% dropped to 50%. Our production costs
doubled while our price/unit remained constant. During this yield issue, we were losing money for each unit
shipped AND required us to double our production quantities to hit customers’ orders. Our Path Finding
focused on the back end manufacturing process and we ran a few experiments to quickly identify the physical
location (Penang vs. Carrollton) and then quickly hone in on what operation caused the problem. Fortunately, the
experiments quickly identified the location and operation. The issue was very easy, fast and cheap to implement.
Yields quickly returned to their ‘standard’.
In the above example, we were lucky. The issue was related to an unapproved process change. If our exploration
decided that it was not a process issue but a product implementation issue, we would then have explored alternative
implementations.

